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The award-winning Cross Extending Table is a fine example of Matthew Hilton’s innovative approach to wood furniture design and signature minimal aesthetic.

Practical and versatile, simple lines build to create a distinctive contemporary shaped base designed to offer ample leg room. The table top expands with a smooth and simple pull to allow for the addition of two extra leaves. The extension leaves can be stored in the concealed compartment under the table top when not in use.

Constructed from a solid wood base and a solid edge veneered top, the Cross Extending Table seats 8 to 12 people.

Winner of the ELLE Decoration Award for Best in Furniture 2006, the Homes & Gardens Classic Design Award in 2007 and the Design Guild Mark in 2008.

Made in Lithuania.

Key Features
Sturdy extending dining table
Seats 8-12 people
Two extension leaves are stored inside the table
Leaves can be used singularly
Suitable for contract use

Technical / Construction
Solid wood legs, base and edge
Veneered top and leaves
Felt lined underframe leaf storage
Mechanical ball-bearing extension system
Clear polyurethane lacquer
Part assembly required - minimum 2 people

Dimensions
H750 W2000-2500/3000 D1000
H29.5” W78.7-98.4”/118” D39.3”

Available Finishes
Oak  Walnut  Black Stain